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Disclosure Statement
• Lindsey Ludwig reports she is employed by Tabula Rasa Health Care 

serving as the Executive Director of CPESN Iowa. All relevant financial 
relationships have been mitigated. 

• Off-label medication use will not be discussed during this 
presentation.



Learning Objectives
Upon successful completion of this course, learners should be able to:

• Discuss two process innovations for incorporation into a pharmacy to 
market, deliver, or support a product or clinical service. 

• Compare the benefits associated with incorporating a new product versus 
a new clinical service.

• Identify potential barriers that prevent pharmacy teams from expanding 
their services.

• Summarize methods pharmacy teams can utilize and implement to 
overcome these potential barriers.

• Create a list of three opportunities for expanding patient-centered services 
in the pharmacy setting.
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During a 

Pandemic

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Who feels like this when they hear about Pharmacy Innovation during a pandemic???



Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Who feels like this? Or did a few months ago? 



Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This how the last year + has felt to me. 



Pharmacy is Changing

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
While many of these headlines seems like eons ago collaborations and consolidations took place pre-pandemic and are continuing to take place now. These are just a few of the Wall Street Journal headlines from 2018 and into 2019. Healthcare is and will continue to be changing… dramatically. How had you changed your pharmacy practice before 2020? How have you changed it since the pandemic started?



Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
March 2022 – UHC announced purchase of home health company



Environments for Innovation
• Crisis with existing business/model
• Adjusting, improving, or defending the existing model with changing 

environment (i.e., Taxi Companies, Uber, and Lyft)
• Bringing new technologies, products, or services to market
• Preparing for the future by exploring and testing new innovations and 

models

Gassmann, O. & Schweitzer, F. 2014, Fuzzy Side of Innovation, New York, New 
York, Springer

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Point: Need to Invite and Sustain Innovation Environments where innovation typically occurs



Three Types of Innovation
• Product Innovation
• Process Innovation
• Business Model Innovation



Product Innovation
• Development of a new product
• Improvement of performance of existing product
• New feature to an existing product

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Product innovation – generally first type of innovation people think of…building a new widget/ changing a widget



Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
What happens if we don’t innovate? �Innovation happens and disrupts our traditional ways of doing things. You might remember a few of these…The bag Phone Kodak cameraSony Digital CameraBlackberry’s Then….the iPhone did it all. The question is are you going to be the innovator / disrupter or the disruptee? 





Process Innovation
Combination of facilities, skills, and technologies used to 
produce, deliver, and support a product or provide a service.

• Equipment and Technology
• Improvement in tools, techniques, and software solutions 

supporting delivery systems
• Changes in tools used to sell goods and services
• Methods used for accounting and customer service

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Process Innovation - 



Process Innovation

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
When does Innovation happen? Why does it happen? Often Innovation is financially motivated but in the times of war (or a pandemic) it is one of survival to deliver needed goods and services while keeping our staff and families as safe as possible. Process innovation is the application or introduction of a new technology or method for doing something that helps an organization remain competitive and meet customer demands.One of the most famous and groundbreaking examples of process innovation is Henry Ford's invention of the world's first moving assembly line. This process change not only simplified vehicle assembly but shortened the time necessary to produce a single vehicle from 12 hours to 90 minutes. Although his employees were not thrilled with the changes BUT they adapted. But necessity is the mother of all invention. The pandemic touched everyone: our business partners, our patients, our staff, our families. We have known for years the value that pharmacists provide the health care system… but our communities, public health departments and others have now realized how critical pharmacists and PHARMACIES are to deliver health care information, vaccinations, medications, service and knowledge to our communities. How important are pharmacies to health care? They provide the most convenient access to health care, as 90% of the U.S. population lives within five miles of a pharmacy.However, in order to do so pharmacists and pharmacies had to dramatically and quickly innovate. All businesses were impacted and had to deploy various process innovations quickly in order to meet new demands. ‘I think never before, outside of a wartime situation, have I seen such synergy and concordance coming together. This response has been quite unprecedented.’		- Dr Sania Nishtar, the Prime Minister of Pakistan’s Special Assistant for Poverty Alleviation and Social ProtectionWorld War II healthcare innovations penicillin and the flu vaccine�



Pandemic = Rapid Innovation

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Discuss 2 process innovations for incorporation into a pharmacy to market, deliver or support a product or clinical service. ‘I think never before, outside of a wartime situation, have I seen such synergy and concordance coming together. This response has been quite unprecedented.’		- Dr Sania Nishtar, the Prime Minister of Pakistan’s Special Assistant for Poverty Alleviation and Social ProtectionWorld War II healthcare innovations penicillin and the flu vaccine�





Expanding 
Use of 

Consent and 
Scheduling 

Technologies

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Who feels like this when they hear about Pharmacy Innovation during a pandemic???





Business Model Innovation

LIKELY THE MOST 
CHALLENGING

USUALLY RADICAL, 
RISKY, AND 

TRANSFORMATIVE

FRUIT BASKET 
UPSET 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Process Innovation - 



Berger, Chen, Frey. (2017) Drivers of Disruption? Estimating the Uber Effect. Oxford Martin School, University of Oxford. http://www.oxfordmartin.ox.ac.uk/publications/view/2387

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
For travel enthusiasts a trip to NY used to look like this…Innovation is critical to survival particularly during a pandemic. Where would restaurants have been without delivery options? But…UBER & Door Dash are to restaurants what PBMs are to Pharmacies - Stats Recently published study by the University of Oxford. It studied the labor impact of wage earning and self employed drivers after Uber enters a market. Overall the study found, hourly wage earners suffered a 10% decline after Uber enters market. And although no direct link can be found the average number of TAXI rides declined by more than 65% in San Francisco between 2012 – 2014…Uber’s home town. However…the study also notes although there is a decrease in wage earners income…significant increases in “fares” and capacity were achieved by the self employed and overall, the revenue and earning for self employed and wage earning drivers increased after Uber enters a market.  What appears to occur in this “Sharing Economy” is a shift to self employment by traditionally employed taxi drivers…and a significant increase of new self-employed drivers adding capacity to the market.  For example in Jan 2013 <1000 new drivers joined the Uber platform…compared to over >40,000 in Dec 2014. Who knows what is next…a possibly disruption of the food delivery industry? Or this…Next SlideNext Slide 





Necessary Components for 
Innovation Strategy
• Clearly Defined Problem
• Thorough Understanding of Current and Potential Customers/Users
• Objectives of Innovation Strategy
• Identified Process
• Trusting Team
• Innovation Culture at All Levels
• Creativity

Gassmann, O. & Schweitzer, F. 2014, Fuzzy Side of Innovation, New York, New York, Springer

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Develop your innovation strategy & process – there are a few key components BMW quote – know what customers want before they do.Creativity quote…the foundation of innovation



What is Your Innovation
Strategy?
• How do you determine where to focus your innovation for a new 

product or service?
• What supports your long-term vision for the pharmacy?
• Is an innovation mindset part of your business plan? 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
So, if you are beginning to think of innovations for your pharmacy…What is your innovation strategy? How do you determine where to focus your innovation? Questions??Pharmacists historically are not experimental by nature. Creating a culture and an atmosphere that innovation is necessary can be tough but is critical to evolve into new products and services. �What was or is the needs in your market? �What did or do you need to get Does the product and service align to what our customers or our community needs/wants? As we are looking forward to a Post-Pandemic state…How are you making decisions on products or services 



Product or Service
Innovations?

• Products
• DME
• Functional Medicine 
• OTCs
• Diabetic Shoes
• Compression Socks
• Hydration Center
• Cards
• Food/Nutrition items

• Services
• Medication Synchronization
• Contactless Consent and Scheduling
• Personal Shopping
• Immunizations 
• Point of Care Testing (i.e., COVID-19, Seasonal 

Influenza, Strep, A1c, etc.)
• Provider Collaboration (CCM)
• Remote Patient Monitoring
• Community Health Workers
• Social Detriments of Health/Behavioral Health 

screenings

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Compare the benefits associated with incorporating a new product versus a new clinical service.�If I have been thinking of adding a product or a service how do I decide which to pursue? Many pharmacists right now are looking at adding or expanding Point-of-Care testing for Covid, flu or strep and utilize the new test and treat rules. Low to no cost services – Sync, consent & scheduling, personal shoppingIs your pharmacy outcomes based and are you looking for a sustainable margin practice a value based approached show investments made today will align with revenue models in the future for value based initiatives in the future. Whereas a product investment may be meeting a more immediate need and compliment the services being provided. Pharmacists historically are not experimental by nature. Creating a culture and an atmosphere that innovation is necessary can be tough but is critical to evolve into new products and services. As we are looking forward to a Post-Pandemic state…How are you making decisions on products or services 



Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Looking at the top health issues in Iowa from 2016 these will ALL STILL BE RELAVENT POST PANDEMIC. We must utilize technology, data and remote services more effectively to improve the quality of healthcare to patients provided in the pharmacy or in their homes. How can you utilize the innovations developed and implemented during the past couple of years to adapt your pharmacy practice to the health issues your patients and community face? Take a minute to list three opportunities for expanding patient-centered services in your pharmacy setting to address these.



https://www.strategyzer.com/canvas



Business Model Innovation

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
As you assess if you are innovating and adding products and/or services utilize a business model to help guide you through the decision making process. What was or is the needs in your market? �Does the product and service align to what our customers or our community needs/wants? 



The St. Gallen Business Model Navigator 
https://wackwork.de/wp-content/uploads/2017/11/St-Gallen-Business-Model-Innovation-Paper.pdf



Barriers to Innovation
• Fear of Failure
• Lack of Leadership
• Lack of Resources or 

Capacity
• Short-Term Thinking
• Lack of Collaboration

Lucitity.org.uk

• Time
• Lack of Focus
• Lots of Ideas (but no or 

limited execution)
• No Clear Process
• Lack of Urgency 
• Funding/Reimbursement



Conquering Barriers
• Make People Part of the Change
• Empower Employees
• Reward Innovation
• Untangle the Lingo
• Set Timelines
• Allow Time and Freedom
• Make it Ok to Fail



Rules and Mantras
• Fail Earlier To Succeed Sooner
• Innovate Around Users
• Be Open to the Innovation Process
• Don’t Restrict Innovation to Products and Technologies
• Take Crisis as an Opportunity to Innovate
• Learn How to Unlearn
• Take Calculated Risks
• Develop a Culture of Innovation 
• Leverage Creativity

BMI Institute, www.bmilab.com



Ready, Set, Innovate!



Thoughts?

Ideas?

Questions?
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